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2660A Holographic Interferometry of ,aser Produced 
Plasma from Tilted Disk Targets. Jerome M. Auerbach, 
David T. Attwood, Peter H. Y. Lee and Donald W. Sweeney, 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.**—Using double exposure 
holographic interferometry, an investigation has been 
made of the Nd laser produced plasmas surrounding disk 
targets irradiated at different angles of irr:idence. 
Measurements have produced a detailed descri tion of the 
plasma profile necessary for Realistic simul. -ions of 
resonance absorption. A 2660A 15 psec probe ^ulse is 
produced by frequency quadrupling a fraction of the main 
Nd laser pulse from the Janus laser. F/1 and f/10 lenses 
were utilized to irradiate the targets with intensities 
ranging from 1 0 1 3 w/cm2 to 10 1 6 w/ctn2. Measurements have 
produced the shape of the electron density profile near 
critical, the direction of the plasma blowoff, and 
revealed transverse rippling of the isodensity surfaces. 
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2660 A Holographic Interferometry of Laser 
Produced Plasmas from Tilted Disk Targets 

A detailed description of the plasma region between the intense 
laser light field and the thermonuclear fuel is essential in design of 
the most efficient schemes for laser fusion. The nature of the plasma 
profile determines the efficiency of laser light absorption. For large 

1-3 gradient scale lengths and transverse extents, Brillouin backscatter 
can seriously degrade absorption at high laser intensities. At the other 
extreme, short gradient scale lengths determine the dominance of resonance 
absorption over other absorption processes. Simulations of resonant 
absorption require accurate estimates of both direction and magnitude of 
the density gradient to check on the accuracy of the simulation of 
profile modification when pondermotive forces approach the plasma pressure 
V /V •+ 1. Resonance absorption also being polarization and incidence 
angle dependent is influenced by ripples, cavities and waviness in the 
isodensity surfaces of the plasma. Numerical simulations have shown that 
ripples, bubbles and cavities can develop near the critical density surface 
when intensity variations exist in the incident laser pulse. An important 
input to these simulations would be an experimental observation of the 
fluctuations in the isodensity surfaces of an irradiated target. Isodensity 

Q 

surface waviness has been used by Thomson, et al, to interpret recent 
angle and polarization dependent absorption experiments made by Manes, et al. 

Motivated by the need for a detailed spatial description of the plasma, 
a holographic interferometry system was developed at Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory to probe the plasma of Nd laser irradiated targets with a 
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spatial resolution of 1 ym and a temporal resolution of 15 psec. Double 
exposure holographic interferometers have several advantages over con
ventional interferometers such as the Mach-Zehnder. 

The primary advantages in this application are the ability to pro
vide simple and accurate focusing to one micron accuracy and to allow the 
use of coherent imaging techniques to greatly reduce the obscuring effects 
of plasma harmonic light emission at the same frequency. In addition, 
since the two beams of the interferometer follow essentially the same 
path, the effects of distortion in optical windows are not as severe as 
in interferometers with separate beam paths. 

To provide probing of the plasma to densities beyond the critical 
12 

value for 1.06 ym light, a frequency quadrupled scheme was used. Fig
ure 1 shows the maximum probing depth for the second and fourth harmonics 
of 1.06 ym light in a spherical plasma distribution typical of laser fusion 
targets. Figure 1 shows that 4u light can reach four times the density 
as 2UJ light. The information to be gained far outweighs the difficulties 
in using UV optics. Frequency quadrupling of a portion of the heating 
pulse for a probe pulse a'dows precise and stable synchronization of the 
two pulses. Probing at different times to within a few picoseconds can be 
accomplished with simple optical delay lines. The /requenc.y quadrupled 
probe pulse optics setup, as incorporated into the JANUS laser facility, 
is shown in Figure 2. 50% of the energy of the oscillator pulse (30 psec 
FWHM) is used in the probe beam optics. The remainder is amplified to 
give a single beam irradiation energy from 0.1J - 6J. The 1.06 ym pulse 
in the probe optics is first amplified by a YAG preamp to bring the intensity 
up to the level required for significant energy conversion in the nonlinear 
crystals. Energy conversion is limited to less than 10% per crystal 
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to maximize pulse shortening. The pulse is smoothed with a 300 ym 
pinhole spatial filter and apodized aperture to give it a "super gaussian" 
spatial profile. After reducing the beam to the proper extent for the 
conversion crystals, IR to green conversion is done in a KDP crystal and 
then green to UV conversion is done in an ADP crystal. With the JANUS 
oscillator in short pulse operation, the UV probe pulse after the ADP 
crystal has on the average, a FWHM of 15 psec and an energy of 3 pJ. 
Timing of the arrival of the probe pulse on target with respect to the arrival 
of the heating pulse is accomplished using an optical delay setup made of 
fused silica prisma as shown in the figure. Initial sychronization of the 
two pulses was accomplsihed to 10 psec accuracy with ultrafast streak 
photography. 

The interferometer setup for the JANUS target chamber is illustrated 
in Figure 3. The object and reference beams are split outside the target 
chamber in an intensity ratio of 1:10. Path length matching to within 
the coherence length of the pulse (500 vm) is done with a precision mirror 
mount. The object beam is colli.nated before traversing the target plasma 
and then passes through a 10 x, 0.2 NA microscope objective. The reference 
beam passes through a 4 cm focal length lens to provide a convenient size 
beam area at the film plane. 

Forty micron diameter glass microspheres and 50 ym, 70 ym, 170 ym, 
and 340 urn diameter glass and parylene disks were irradiated with 0.1 -
5J, 30 psec FWHM laser pulses at the focus of either an f/10 or f/1 lens. 

13 The f/10 lens provided a planar intensity front in the range of 10 
15 7 

10 w/cm . This was used to study the plasma region of tilted disk targets. 
The f/1 lens allowed use of small focal spots giving intensities on target 
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iri excess of 10 w/cm . Details of the microsphere experiments will be 
discussed in the next paper, while the disk results will form the subject 

* of this paper. Figure 4 summarizes the results of the experiments. 
The experiments on 170 urn diameter parylene disk targets tilted with 

respect to the beam axis provided crucial information for modeling angular 
dependent absorption. Figure 5 shows the interferogram of a 45° tilted 
parylene disk before irradiation and at the peak of the heating pulse. 
The second photograph indicates that the large-scale blowoff direction 
is perpendicular to the initial target surface. The presence of ripples 
in the fringe pattern suggests that on a smaller scale, the incident light 
sees locally deformed isodensity surfaces. This gives validity to the 

g analysis of Thomson, et al, that waviness in the critical surface tends 
to smear out the sharp resonance absorption curve predicted by Estabrook, 

5 et al , for a plane wave incident on a flat plasma. 
Interferometry reveals enlightening details on each target shot. For 

example, Figure 6 shows a disk tilted at 22° in which there was formation 
of a depression and breakthrough at the peak of the pulse. Another interest
ing effect that was observed was prepulse damage. This is illustrated in 
Figure 7, 

Several factors influence the quality of the interferograms. Excessive 
refraction of probe rays in high density regions lead to loss of these 
rays at the imaging optics. Harmonic light emission at high intensities 
on target will completely obscure fringes. High blowoff velocity can 
lead to fringe smearing. These effects will be discussed in more detail 
later, but it suffices to say at this point that these factors prevented 
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obtaining, to date, interferograms of disks with complete fringe informa
tion up to critical density, other than for low intensity shots, i.e., 
I s 10 s/cm . Figure 7 shows an excellent interferogram of a disk target 

13 2 normal to the beam axis irradiated at an intensity of " 10 w/cm . Abel 
13 Inversion of the interferogram yielded the axial profile shown on the 

21 -3 right of the figure. The probe rays reached critical density (10 cm ). 
The smooth profile shows no modification due to radiation pressure effects. 

In addition to the axial density profile at low intensities, the disk 
interferograms provided a detailed description of the formation of cavities 
or depressions in the plasma at high intensities. In Figure 8, one sees 

14 an interferogram of a 70 pm disk irradiated at an intensity of 3 x 10 
2 

w/cm . The flat fringes in the subcritical region correspond to a depres
sion in the isodersity surfaces as the Abel Inversion for a level 16 urn 
above the initial target surface indicates. For comparison, the interfer
ogram of Figure 7 with an accompanying radial density profile is shown. 
The profile shows no depression. The two results demonstrate the correla
tion between higher intensity and the formation of a cavity in the plasma. 

As described above, most of the disk experiments failed to provide 
density information near the critical value. The cause was the loss of 
fringes corresponding to rays that had probed through the high density 
region of the plasma.. Refraction losses play a dominant rs1ejin this area. 

The angle of refraction e of a ray through the plasma depends on the 
following factors: 
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9 <v, Uk 
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n is the mean density traversed. 
L is the path length of the ray through the plasma. 
a is the axial gradient scale length of the plasma. 
For large 0 the rays miss the aperture of the collecting optics. 

The objective is to probe plasmas to as large a value of n as possible; 
therefore, for fixed 0, one must minimize L, i.e., use the smallest targets 
possible. This step was made by using 50 pm - 70 ym acrylic disks. These 

14 15 2 targets were probed during irradiations at intensities of 10 - 10 w/cm . 
A typical interferogram of these small targets is shown in Figure 9. Un
expectedly, fringe information in the high density region of the plasma 
was completely lost. This loss of fringes is attributed to high blowoff 
velocities. An elementary analysis will show that fringe smearing varies 
as the following product 

f.s. ^ vn LT 

% 

where v is the plasma blowoff velocity and T is the probe pulse duration. 
For L and x fixed, one sees that a high velocity and density gradient will 
lead to fringe smearing. Hence, one must conclude that with the high 
intensity shots with a small value of L, blowoff velocity was of such 
magnitude as to cause significant fringe smearing. Thus, probing to 
densities in excess of n was not possible with disk targets irradiated with 

15 2 
I s 10 w/cm . Information obtainable is only the shape of the sub-
critical region. The solution to this problem is to use a target geometry 
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which will give: 
(1) a lower value of L. 
(2) a lower value of v. 
Utilizing small (̂  40 v<m diameter) glass microshells appears to be 

a solution. These experiments which will be described in the next paper. 
In conclusion, holographic interferometry of disk targets have revealed 

the nature of the plasma profile and provided valuable data for interpreta
tion of resonance absorption experiments. Figure 11 shows the modifications 
to plane surface simulations that must be made. 

The authors acknowledge the excellent technical assistance of E. L. Pierce 
and for helpful discussions with H. Ahlstrom, W. Mead, E. Storm, and C. Max. 
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REFRACTION OF AN OPTICAL PROBING PULSE 
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Figure 1 



UV HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETER PROBE PULSE OPTICS .-• 
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Figure 2 



UV HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETER TARGET CHAMBER SETUP L3 
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Figure 3 



DISK INTERFEROMETRY EXPERIMENTS -
RESULTS |gg 
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Figure 4 



PLASMA BLOWOFF OF A TILTED TARGET IS NORMAL TO THE INITIAL 
SURFACE . |g| 
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Figure 5 



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EACH IRRADIATED TARGET J3 
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DISK INTERFEROGRAM AND AXIAL DENSITY PROFILE 
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DENSITY PROFILE INDICATES PRESENCE OF CAVITY M 
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, _ , J^ i i iOC l ix is A fclMJTItyQ FACTOR IN INTERFEROMETRY 
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Figure 10 



IMPACT ON ANGLE DEPENDENT ABSORPTION STUDIES: m 
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Figure 11 


